INTRO TO LOW LIGHT Pistol (ILLP)

4 HOURS

PRICE $150

Training during the hours of Low light or no light is imperative for survival, and few are afforded or take advantage of the opportunity. This course is designed to introduce and evaluate your level of shooting in low light, increase your experience, or hone your pistol skills in low light static and situational training. All courses are provided by a licensed instructor employed by Homestead Training Center. If you have any further questions of the course please contact the training division at Homestead Training Center.

Materials Required to Participate:
- Your Firearm
- holster, concealed carry with trigger guard, or hip holster with retention capability
- minimum 3 magazines
- magazine holders
- hand held flashlight
- weapon mounted light recommended but not required.
- spare batteries
- eye and ear protection
- 400 rounds of ammunition

Recommended Items:
- Water/Electrolytes
- Insect Repellent
- Food